2014 GUINJATA BONANZA
6TH TO 13TH JUNE INHAMBANE, MOZAMBIQUE

Those brave enough once again conquered the journey to Guinjata bay for the 17th Bonanza, however bravery would
not be a requirement for any of the competitors as the journey was without incident, except the odd speeding fine
for an impatient few and completely uneventfull for the balance of the competitors. The Mozambique officials have
done their best to ensure tourists to the country have a safe journey and are not Harrased by local officials and some
of this effort seems to be hitting home.
As usual while competitors trickled into the Jangamo area the committee finalised the local arrangments and kicked
off the festivities with a well attended sponsors dinner at Lighthouse Reef and Esparanza beach Bar, while many of
the competitors frequented the local beach bars renewing frienships with their fellow fishermen, some of whom
they had not seen since the
previous years competition. This
function is always a festive affair
and allows the Club to express
their gratitude to the sponsors
who continuously support the
competition and assist in making it
the biggest prize value
competition in Mozambique.
Every year this competition has a
knack of producing something
different or special from their
sponsors. This year besides the
usual big banger prize of the Z
craft F200 with two 115 Mercury’s
trailered on an LA axle and insured

by Vanguard, (WOW still the best fishing competition prize in Africa), US Trucks who attended the competition last
year as a sponsor generously donated a Buggy that would be the Top Species boat prize. This really gave the species
hunters renewed motivation in this part of the competition.
On Sunday Afternoon the Jangamo Beach Bar buzzed as
all competitors paid their fishing and launching license
fees and collected their boat packs. Quality orange Ocean
Trading fishing shirts for each angler, Halco Lures, cooler
boxes, Rapala knives and a host of other goodies were
handed to all skippers and anglers that entered.
The commitee had also introduced 2 new rules into this
years competition that allowed for the release of all Giant
Kingfish (AKA GT’s or Ignobilis) under 12 kgs but bigger
than 60cm. The rule would work in exactly the same way
that the amberjack release rule that had been in
operation for the past 2 years, with the exception that all
fish that were to be release would have to be longer that
IThis GT of just under 12kg would be released after being 60cm. A sticker was supplied in each boat pack so that
photographed under this years new rule
verification of the fishes length could be done when the
fish was photographed with the sticker
After a quick briefing on Sunday night at the Gallows constructed for the competition by Sante Fe restaurant, the
previous weeks excitement all came to a head early on Monday morning. With Boats launching from Paindane and
Guinjata bay at first light.
The Guinjata launch was a bit trickier than previous years due to a large sandbank that ran for most of the distance
accross the bay so launching although certainly not slow, was a bit more subdued than in previous years. Never the
less all boats made it safely to sea and tried their all to get the biggest fish on board.
Not long into the morning
and the first call up for a
billfish sounded accross the
fleet. Tofo local Jackie
Massyn on the boat Master
Jack was hooked up on a
sailfish which was later
successfully photographed
and released.
After a great day at sea the
boats made their way back
to the beach to get their
catch to the weighin before
the gates closed at 3:30. As
usual long time friends and
sponsors of the
competition Manitou had
pledged the use of one of
their extreemly versatile
machines to assist on the

beach, and as always this makes getting all the boats onto beach quick
and safe at beaching time.
At the gallows on day 1, a healthy number of fish, (way above the
average for a day in the last 4 years) were brought to the gallows. Ice
Cold reported the only other bill fish release for the day by angler Dave
Donald. The crowd eagerly awaited the competition marker for the
biggest fish and 88 fish later the gallows were closed and the Greater
Barracuda caught by Karl Engelbrecht on the boat Double Up laid
down the challenge at 22.5kg. It must be mentioned that in the past
the winning fish had been caught on the fist day 3 out 4 times so by all
statistics this fish had a 75% chance of winning the boat.
Besides the Greater that took top honours the balance of the days top
ten fish were all Yellow Fin Tuna, bar 2 fish, both GTs in 7th and 10th
Place. On the species front Lawerskaai put in a great performance to
complete the day, almost 100 points clear of their all time rivals Gone
Fishing on 450 points. These results woiuld have had all anglers spirits
high as it appeared , bar statistics, that this competition was far from
over.
Day 2 got off to another early start and yet again all boats made it
safely out to sea in a quest to be at the top of the leader board by the
end of the day.

Biggest Fish on day 1. A 22.5kg Greater
Barracuda caught by Karl Engelbrecht on the
boat Double UP

With all anglers giving it their best it is not surprising that no less than 3 fish tipped the scale heavier than the first
place fish from day 1. Once again an above average amount of fish were caught, but something strange must have
been going on under the water. There was not a single Yellow Fin Tuna in the top 10 fish on day 2! There was
however an even bigger Greater Barracuda of 23kg landed by Tyler “Splif” Loomes on The Loaders, but still not close
to the GT landed by Local Pete March’s son Miles which at 34.8kg pushed the benchmark way ahead and had many
doubting if it could be beaten.
Besides the obvious lack of quality
Yellowfin tuna there was certainly
something strange happening on the
species front as the leaders from Day 1
brought only 2 Green Jobfish to the
scale causing them to slip into 3rd place
while Gone Fishing’s consistency put
them back at the top of the table after
a year, and Umfana Ghiti crew with the
days biggest fish and 6 others from 3
more multiplying species helped them
climb to second place on the species
board. Queen pine angler Brad Arthur
released the only Sailfish of the day.
With terrible weather predicted for
Wednesday, and an almost 100%
Miles March and the Umfana Ghiti crew with a fantastic GT of 34.8kg

chance of a blow out, a descision was made to move the Wednesday night function to Tuesday evening allowing
anglers to enjoy the festivities a little longer without having to concern themselves with an early morning and maybe
a bit of a head ache. Jeffs resturant at Jeffs Palm Resort was the venue for this years function which was extreemly
well attended and for some continued till the sun rose.
An early wind reading was taken on Guinjata Point by the weather committee at 4 in the morning and by all accounts
the prediction was spot on, there would be no fishing with winds in excess of 60km per hour. Further readings
followed but by 06H00 the competition was officially called off for the day. Crews had a bit of leisure time in what is
usually quite a hectic week.
After a day’s rest and possibly a bit of Cabin
fever from the previous day the Anglers were
all up and rearing to go on Thursday morning.
This day saw more fish brought to the gallows
than any other day of the competition and the
species Guys were having their best day to
date. Gone fishing doubled their previous 2
days total and Lawwerskaai was back in the
mix with a great day’s hall of 498 points,
clutching back second place while Umfana
Ghiti was edged down 2 places to 4th with
Queen Pine making their first appearance for
the competition in the top 3 species boats.
Queen Pine angler Brad Arthur also managed
IIThe Bear amongst others enjoying the Tuesday Night Function
to successfully release his second sailfish of
the competition along with the only other sailfish on the day on the boat Bob Marlin by angler Dirk van Niekerk.
As I said this fishing can be a funny thing. At the end of weigh in on the 4th day of the competition after a day of
extreme winds 9 out the top ten Fish for the day were Yellow Fin Tuna. The biggest however was only 23.7kg
(veteran angler Willem Burger on Lady Jane), but this would have little bearing on the days outcome as the only fish
other than a yellofin tuna to make the top ten this day was a magnificent Wahoo of exactly 37kg . This fish would
catapult Mark Warner and his crew on the Boat Magwana straight into the title holders seat.
In such a hotly contested competition as this was turning out to be, with a new winning fish being brought to the
scales every day, I’m not sure if I would
have wanted to be in the Magwana
crew’s shoes going into the final day.

Fish donated by the competition
participants to the local community
Being distributed while watched over by
the local Chief

As the final day dawned there was time to reflect on the week and
consider what made so many anglers return to this competition year on
year. Although no doubt the sponsor’s great prizes and the committee’s
smooth organisation play a significant role it cannot be denied that
competition has something special. It may be because you have a bunch
of likeminded people in a bit of paradise in a foreign country? The
camaraderie and friendships that are forged here and often only
revisited each year at the same venue, most certainly, are part of it.
Several competitors fish only this competition and no other and this
does not only apply to novice and occasional crew members but to
some of the top teams as well. It could be a breakaway from the South
African winter or perhaps the lure of great fishing. For this angler it is a
combination of the all the above that puts this competition above all
others, the adventure, the idyllic setting, great fishing, warm winter, great organisation, and the camaraderie that
gets us planning the next trip the moment we get back each year.

Team Ice Cold Celebrating after releasing a
Sailfish on Day 1

Friday is traditionally a shorter fishing day finishing earlier in order to allow enough
time for prize giving to be tallied and allocated before this fantastic week is brought to
an end. With a good amount of fish brought to the gallows and a few teams that had
been a bit quieter this year compared to the past making a last ditch charge at the
species prize, it was evident that there was no fish big enough to deny the Magwana
the magnificent first prize for the biggest fish.

Miles@Sea on the beach?

Team Magwana with the biggest fish and their Prize Boat

In the Species competition after
missing out on top honours on day 1,
the Guys from Gone fishing, who are at
this stage practically unbeatable in this
form and in Guinjata waters,
completed every other day at the top
of the table, and the week at fraction
under double the points of their closest
competitor. This year these guys were
rewarded with the magnificent Buggy
from US Trucks worth well over
R100 000.00.
As usual there were a host of other
prizes for the anglers at prize giving
including some awesome Snowmaster
fridges, Rapala Tackle and Gear and
Pulsator Lure Packs and Ndebele
Stoves.

Daryl Bartho from Gone Fishing getting the keys to his new buggy from
US Trucks

The top angler awards went to Brad
Arthur on Queen Pine and Illoise
Moolman on Chuckie . Brad Arthur also saw to it that Queen Pine got the Prize for the most bill fish released with the
2 Sailfish he caught.
And last but by no means least a very, very big thank you to our Sponsors who make this prestigious event possible
year after year.

Fishing Report and Statistics
This year was a great year from a fishing perspective as it rated 2nd best year in the last 5. 348 fish over 5kg were
weighed in this year even though the amount of boats entered was lower than in most previous years.
The species Tally this year was down 1 species to a total of 12 species caught, with Marlin the notable missing
species from the list.
A Total of 3036.8kg of fish were weighed over the 4 days at an average fish weight of 8.73kg. Amongst this total
were 13 (out of the 15) amberjack that were released and allocated 12kg each and, 10 of the 19 Giant Kingfish were
also released and allocated 12kg each.
The introduction of the minimum length for amberjack this year had little effect on the number of amberjack that
scored as the average number caught over the past 4 years was 15.6 Amberjack per year, and 15 were scored this
year.
A much larger number of Giant Kingfish were scored, at 19 compared to the 4 year average of 6.25. The fact that this
species won last year and may have prompted more anglers to target the species is the only logical reason for this
other than conditions and increased fish numbers.
For only the second time in 5 years, cuta was not the most caught species, with the only other occasion being 2012
when enormous amounts of yellowfin were caught. 83 Cuta were caught on this occasion and the previous 4 year
average for the species is 136.75. Only 53 cuta made it to the scales this year being topped by yellowfin (70) and
kingfish all (95).
This is the fist year in the past 5 that more kingfish have been caught than any other species.
This is the first year that not a single marlin was successfully released and only 5 Sailfish were released as opposed to
the 4 year average of 21.5 Billfish per year.
YEAR

TOTAL FISH

TOTAL BOATS

BILLFISH

2014

348

50

5

2013

529

66

11

2012

265

70

24

2011

321

75

24

2010

331

49

27

A nice Green Jobfish of 9.2kg by Warren Muller on Kizungu

BOAT TOTALS
Position
Boat
1ST
nd

2

rd

3

th

4

th

5

th

6

th

7

8th
th

9

th

10

Points

GONE FISHING

2001.90

LAWWERSKAAI

1017.40

QUEEN PINE

1013.40

UMFANA GHITI

764.80

WOLFIE

574.40

BOB MARLIN

449.50

GLORIA DA MANHA

418.50

THE LOADERS

351.80

MR SKIBOAT

293.50

THE BEAR

208.00

TOP LADY ANGLERS
Angler
1ST

ILOUISE MOOLMAN

2nd

LYN ADAMS

Boat

Points

CHUCKIE
SKIBOAT
GAUTENG

44.6
40.1

rd

3

TOP JUNIOR ANGLERS
Angler
Boat
1ST

MICHAEL WEBSTER

2nd

BRANDEN SWANEPOEL

MAGWANA
SKIBOAT
GAUTENG

Points
13
5.1

BOATS WITH MOST SPECIES FOR THE WEEK
Boat
Number
QUEEN PINE CAUGHT 9 SPECIES

TOP 10 ANGLERS
Angler

Boat

Points

BRAD ARTHER

QUEEN PINE

181.2

DARYL BARTHO

GONE FISHING

154

BRETT BARTHO

GONE FISHING

119.3

TYLER LOOMES

THE LOADERS

105

BRETT CHALLENOR

GONE FISHING

84.8

MARKUS POTGIETER

LAWWERSKAAI

81.8

NICK MARCH

UMFANA GHITI

77.4

CLINTON FORTE

GLORIA DA MANHA

77.2

DIRK VAN NIEKERK

BOB MARLIN

74.1

NICHOLAS KUHN

MR SKIBOAT

69.8

1ST
nd

2

rd

3

th

4

th

5

th

6

7th
th

8

th

9

th

10

BIGGEST FISH
PLACE POINTS

ANGLER

FISH

BOAT

1ST

37.00

MARK WARNER

WAHOO

MAGWANA

2nd

34.80

MILES MARCH

GIANT KINGFISH

UMFANA GHITI

3rd

23.70

WILLEM BURGER

YELLOW FIN TUNA

LADY JANE

4th

23.00

TYLER LOOMES

5th

22.80

HERMAN WOLF

6th

22.50 KARL ENGELBRECHT GREATER BARACUDA

7th

22.50

8th
9th

GIANT KINGFISH

WOLFIE
DOUBLE UP

GIANT KINGFISH

GONE FISHING

21.50 GRANT HAMPSON

YELLOW FIN TUNA

TEL AVIV 111

21.30

JAKKIE MASSYN

YELLOW FIN TUNA

MASTER JACK

ANDRE VAN WYK

YELLOW FIN TUNA

AQUA-HOLIC

10th 21.30

BRETT BARTHO

GREATER BARACUDA THE LOADERS

ALL FISH
SPECIES

OVER ALL
# WEIGHED

BEST

ANGLER
NICHOLAS KUHN

AMBERJACK

15

16.2

BIG EYE TUNA

0

0

BLUEFIN TUNA

0

0

BONITO ALL

13

7.4

JOHAN HERMAN

CUTA

53

15.8

BRETT CHALLENOR

DOG TOOTH TUNA

0

0

DORADO

13

14.8

ELF (CHAD)

0

0

GARRICK

0

0

GREATER BARACUDA

7

23

TYLER LOOMES

GREEN JOBFISH

52

9.7

PIETER BROODRYK

KINGFISH ALL

95

11.7

NICK MARCH

GIANT KINGFISH

19

34.8

MILES MARCH

LONGFIN TUNA

0

0

PRODICAL

7

10

QUEEN MACKERAL

0

0

QUEENFISH

0

0

RAINBOW RUNNER

0

0

SPEARFISH ALL

0

0

SWORDFISH

0

0

WAHOO

4

37

MARK WARNER

YELLOW FIN TUNA

70

23.7

WILLEM BURGER

BONEFISH

0

0

P PHELPS

BOB WOLF

